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Welkom bij

AI als Security Gamechanger! 
4 april 2024 bij Fox-IT in Delft



Veel succes Jasper Lazet!
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AI als Security Gamechanger! 
In samenwerking met

Security Academy Unlocked



Security Academy Unlocked

Programma

• Introductie door Joost Reijne

• Algemene intro generatieve AI door Gerben van der Lei

• Voorbeeld uit de defensieve praktijk: Phishing detectie

• Voorbeeld uit de offensieve praktijk: Prompt injection.

• Netwerkborrel

• Einde (21.00 uur)
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Goals for today
What are you going to learn?

• Introduction AI & Large Language Models

• How can we use LLM’s as defenders to detect phishing

• How can attackers abuse our LLM’s through prompt injection

• What can we do to prevent prompt injection



Your goals?

1) Overview?

2) Curiosity?

3) Actionable insights?

4) …

5) …

6) …



Contents
What can you expect?

~40 min: Introduction into large language models and generative AI

~20 min: using LLM, phishing detection

~20 min: Abusing LLM, prompt injection



Meanwhile…

in cyber security…





Buzzword bingo jackpot!





Splunk



Google AI Cyber Defense



NVIDEA Morpheus



Microsoft copilot for security



Fortinet (remember CVE-2023-48788? 9.3/10)



So…

If AI is the 
answer…

What was 
the 
question?



Goals for today
What are you going to learn?

• Introduction AI & Large Language Models

• How can we use LLM’s as defenders to detect phishing

• How can attackers abuse our LLM’s through prompt injection

• What can we do to prevent prompt injection



What is artificial intelligence?
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a branch of computer science that aims to 

create machines that can perform tasks that would typically require 

human intelligence. These tasks include problem-solving, 

understanding natural language, perception, learning, planning, and 

decision-making.



Input outputApplication

Trained Model

(over)Simplified AI

AI has:

• A model

• An application using the model, 
making it work in the real world



AI is trained, not “programmed”

Using examples

Input outputApplication

Trained Model

software Neural net

(over)Simplified AI



Cancer?

Yes? No?

ApplicationIn out No

Model is 
trained on 

many images 
with known 

answers

Example: medical imaging



Down?

Up?

Applicationin out Up

Model is 
trained on 

historic data

Example: stock price forecasting



CARInputs output
Cameras, 
sensors

Model is 
trained on 

many 
annotated 

images + video

Slow down

Example: computer vision in self driving car



Object recognition

systemInputs output decision
Better

Easier

Faster

Cheaper

AI involves automated decision making



How about generative AI?

• Examples up to here are “classic” AI.

• But the most attention is now channeled to generative AI



Example: Image 
generation

AI is also able to generate things 
that were not there before 

“van Gogh painting of a dancing 
bear wearing a banana suit”



AI that makes new stuff is called: generative AI

DALL-EIn out

Prompt: “van Gogh painting of a 
dancing bear wearing a banana 

suit”

Model is 
trained on 

images, styles, 
etc.



Recap

• AI uses models

• These models are trained on data

• Think: Inputs -> Outputs

• AI systems make decisions

• Generative AI example: image generation

• Next we will focus on Large language Models (LLMs).



First: let’s play a guessing 
game: the next word is…

I stand in a forest and I see many …



Trees

Human text prediction

HumanIn out
Prompt: “I stand in a forest and I 

see many …”
Trees



Large language model

• Predicts the next word

• For example used in ChatGPT
Text Next word

Trained on: text from the internet:
- Wikipedia
- books
- message boards (like Reddit, …)
- etc.
Sometimes called “all of internet”





Real world Large language Model use

ApplicationInputs outputPrompt Text

Next level up:

ChatGPT uses text prediction to 
predict the next step in a conversation



The dark side of LLMs
Creativity vs. Hallucination (or Confabulation)
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What can I do to reduce hallucination? Be the guide!

• Be very specific in your prompt

• Generate context

• Chain of thought:

“Take it step by step. Explain your reasoning, so we don’t make any mistakes”

“please review your last answer to see if there are any mistakes”

• Prompt: Are you sure?

Tip: Go back in the 
conversation and 

edit where it went 
wrong



Stacking problem:

I Have:

- A laptop,

- A pan filled with water,

- 4 eggs,

- A wooden plank

- A goldfish

- A bag of potato chips

I want to stack these items, what is the best order to stack them?

Take it step by step. Explain your reasoning, so we don’t make any mistakes



ChatGPT result

So what do we think?



ChatGPT result

So what do we think?

Was the LLM wrong?
Or the question?



After review it changes



OpenAI website with tips & trick

https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/gpt-
best-practices



ChatGPT is not Google
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AI is not new



Turing, A.M. (1950). Computing Machinery and Intelligence. Mind, 59(236), 433–460.

AI is not new



AI is not new



AI is not new, so what is???



Generative AI is very flexible

• Versatile

• Can do many things well

• Out-of-the-box



Users are infinitely 
lazy!

Gerben’s first law of software development



Gen AI is very flexible
But also computationally expensive!

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-024-00478-x



Microsoft copilots



Microsoft copilot for security

• Microsoft's AI tool for security specialists

• Is Generally available per April 1st

• We have had early access since Nov. 23
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What is Microsoft copilot for security?

• Using chat interface (stand-alone, integrated or automated)

• With a customised GPT4-based LLM specifically for security

• Works with data from Sentinel, Defender, Microsoft Threat intell, …

• Expandable with custom functions to work with more data

• Can help our SOC find and mitigate security incidents faster

• Can assist detection engineers

• Can enhance learning and threat hunting – and make work more fun

• …
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The real Early Access Experience…







Goals for today
What are you going to learn?

• Introduction AI & Large Language Models

• How can we use LLM’s as defenders to detect phishing

• How can attackers abuse our LLM’s through prompt injection

• What can we do to prevent prompt injection



Phishing:  Still a big problem; WHY?



Phishing

Where does this go?

?

Where does this go???



Example



Naïve approach
Copy-paste e-mail into copilot for security





Naïve approach version 2
Copy-paste e-mail into copilot for security

Error….



That wasn’t helpful….

• What went wrong?



So we need more info

• QR codes

• OCR

• Domain info

• Virus total



End-result workflow automated phishing detection

• Get:

• Email

• Attachments

• Image analysis (QR codes, OCR, description)

• WHOIS info

• Virus total report for URLs

• Feed into copilot for security

• Get analysis results

• Feed into ServiceNow

• SOC check

• Send user feedback



Pros & Cons

Pro

• Flexible & effective

• Not restricted to fixed rules

• Immediate user feedback (or with SOC-in-the-loop)

Con

• Computationally expensive

• Takes a few minutes (depending on mail)

• Not 100% fool proof



Question
Could we also use ChatGPT rather than 

Copilot for Security?



ChatGPT side-by-side

Phishing Legit



Goals for today
What are you going to learn?

• Introduction AI & Large Language Models

• How can we use LLM’s as defenders to detect phishing

• How can attackers abuse our LLM’s through prompt injection

• What can we do to prevent prompt injection



Now, let’s turn our attention to Prompt Injections



LLM Owasp top 10



LLM Owasp top 10





Direct Prompt injection
Toy example



Prompt injection, toy example



How is this a problem?



Prompt injection, toy example



Original, toy example #2



With injection



So, here’s what happened:



Direct vs Indirect prompt injection

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.12815v1.pdf



How do LLMs get external data?



RAG – Retrieval Augmented Generation

https://blazorhelpwebsite.com/ViewBlogPost/6067

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/search/retrieval-augmented-generation-overview



Functions



RAG vs Functions

https://blazorhelpwebsite.com/ViewBlogPost/6067



Where prompt injection becomes a problem

https://blazorhelpwebsite.com/ViewBlogPost/6067



https://twitter.com/random_walker/status/1636923058370891778



https://www.theregister.com/2024/03/28/ai_bots_hallucinate_software_packages/



Users are infinitely lazy!

Developers are users 
too!

Gerben’s first second law of software development



LLM Owasp top 10



How to prevent prompt injection?

• Don’t use unverified (external) sources

• Know which AI you use and how (governance!)

• Know where the information is coming from

• Check for oversharing



What to do against imagined packages?

• Check creation date!



Goals for today
What are you going to learn?

• Introduction AI & Large Language Models

• How can we use LLM’s as defenders to detect phishing

• How can atttackers abuse our LLM’s through prompt injection

• What can we do to prevent prompt injection

• Wrap-up 



So…

If AI is the 
answer…

What was 
the 
question?



What is artificial intelligence?
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a branch of computer science that aims to 

create machines that can perform tasks that would typically require 

human intelligence. These tasks include problem-solving, 

understanding natural language, perception, learning, planning, and 

decision-making.



Object recognition

systemInputs output decision
Better

Easier

Faster

Cheaper

AI involves automated decision making



Reality check: How does AI help?

1) Speed of detection of incident

2) Time to introducing new detections (less exposure to novel threats)

3) Faster remediation time

4) Translate and summarize dark web pages

5) Proactive threat detection

6) Lower cost

7) Increasing quality (true positives)

8) Increase reliability (detections keep working despite changes)

9) Increasing quality of communication (timely / accurate / complete / actionable)
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Human Intelligence

Headline reality check…



That’s a wrap

Thanks for attending!



https://www.nccgroup.com/us/safety-

security-privacy-prompts-cyber-resilience-

in-the-age-of-artificial-intelligence/



Security Academy Unlocked

Dank Joost en Gerben voor jullie 
inhoudelijke bijdrage!

Dank aan het hele team van Fox-IT 
voor jullie gastvrijheid!



Security Academy Unlocked

Certificaat van deelname voor 

CPE-registratie krijg je via de mail 



Security Academy Unlocked



Security Academy Unlocked

Volgende editie:

• BC 5701 Standaard voor AVG Certificering

• Donderdag 6 juni

• Hotel Van der Valk Breukelen

• Aanmelden vanaf nu mogelijk



Security Academy Unlocked

Heb je ideeën voor Unlocked-onderwerpen 
en/of wil je samen met ons een sessie 

vormgeven en organiseren?

Jasper.Lazet@SecurityAcademy.nl 



Security Academy Unlocked
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